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Abstract
Although one can find
in literature
some
on application
of
contributions reporting
Multistrategy Learning (MSL)in different domains,
there are only few studies dealing with application of
MSLin financial
fields.
This paper gives an
overviewabout the possibilities of the application of
MSLin finance. Presenting some recent empirical
results achieved by the authors, we discuss some
advantages of application of MSLto financial
domainsand suggest further research topics.
Introduction
The theoretical aspects of MSLare discussed in many
publications, amongthem in Michalski and Tecuci (1991,
1993). There are also some works in the statistic
communitydealing with MSL(see for example Dasarathy,
Sheela, 1979). The works of Wolpert (1992 a, 1992 b)
Henery(1996) are related to the context of MSLas well,
although they use a horizontal combination of different
approaches.
Furthermore, one can also find in literature
some
empirical evidence showing that the application of MSL
can improve the results obtained by single approaches. In
this connection, Esposito et al. (1993) discuss the
application of MSLto document understanding, Sheppard
(1993) applies MSLto classifying public health data and
Hunter(1991) uses MSLto predicting protein structure.
Althoughin the literature there are several works applying
the single-strategy learning in finance, only a few of them
try to use the advantages of MSL.In this paper we present
some of the works dealing with application of MSLin
finance - which are certainly
unknown to the MSL
community- and based on interpretation of their results,
we will makefor somesuggestions further research.
MSL approaches

in finance

Prediction of exchange rates
The number of the works dealing with the prediction of
exchangerates using a single forecasting approach is too
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high and we can not discuss all of them in this study.
Interested readers can however find some of the recent
works in Pesaran and Potter (1993). Refenes (1995)
Bol et al. (1996).
On the contrary, the numberof the contributions that use
MSLto forecasting of exchange rates is too small. In
following we will discuss someof the recent works.
The central question addressed by Steurer (1996)
whether nonlinear methodologies can outperform
econometric methods and the naive prediction,
respectively.
Therefore he conducts a performance
comparison concerning the prediction of the monthly
DM/US-Dollar exchange rate. Furthermore he examined
the question whether a combination of the single
prediction approaches can improve the performance. To
develop his combinedapproacheshe applies in a first step
a cointegration study to fred an adequate model for
exchangerate prediction. This leads to a linear regression
model that determines a long-run relationship between a
set of nonstationary variables. Then the residues of this
model, the error-correction term, together with other
stationary and statistical importantvariables are used in a
secondstep as explanatory variables for a linear regression
forecasting models. Instead of the regression modelof the
second step, he uses also some machine learning
approaches as alternatives, amongthem Neural Nets and
M5-algorithm(Quinlar~ 1992).
Steurer compares the results achieved by his MSL
approach with the results of the random walk model and
concludes that in several used versions the performanceof
the combinedapproach is superior to those of the random
walk. The above MSLapproach is used also in the work of
Harmand Steurer (1996). In this study they emphasis
the short term prediction using weekly data. The authors
conclude that their MSLapproach should go a long way
towards a more accurate prediction.
Prediction of stock prices
There are manysingle-strategy approachesto predict stock
prices. Graf and Nakhaeizadeh (1994) and Cao and Tsay
(1993) are examples of such studies. The numberof used
MSLapproaches in this domain is, however, too low as
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well.
A comprehensive study using MSLapproach for
comefrom an econometric model and some technical
indicators, like relative strength index, momentum
or
forecasting stock prices can be found in Westphaland
Nakhaeizadeh(WN)(1996). This work is motivated
WilliamsR%.For each of the input series a set of 4 lags
Quinlan(1993) whosuggested the combinationof modelwasused.
based and instance-based approaches. Furthermorethey
use various single approaches.
Combined methods
The work of Qulnlan (1993) is extended by WN
Single approaches
different directions. Onone handthey use a classical kConcerningthe k-NNmethodWNdiscuss the different
Nearest Neighbor(k-NN),whichhas a long tradition
theoretical aspects, amongthem the various distance
Statistics, as additional instance-basedmethod.Onthe
other handthey use the averageof the predictions of two
measures and the selection of the best value for k.
or moredifferent methodsand apply the prediction made
Furthermorethey discuss the runtime behavior of k-NN
by one technique as additional input to an alternative
that is of interest in practical applications. In their
empirical study WNimplementa variation of Yunckskprediction. For example,the prediction of the k-Nearest
NNalgorithm (Yunck, 1976). This newversion avoids
Neighborscan be consideredas an additional attribute to
train a Neuralnet. Anotherextension madeby WNis the
somedisadvantages of the Yunckapproach, especially
application of other versions of IBL-algorithmsdue to
concerningthe selection of the start value andthe choice
of an appropriatestep-sizefor the iteration.
Aha,et al. (1991)and Aha(1992).
In dealing with single approaches,the performanceof
TheIBL-Algorithms
used in the empirical study are made
classical k-NNmethodsis comparedwith those of IBL’s.
available by DavidAhaand M5by Ross Quinlan.
Further WNdiscuss sometheoretical shortcomingsof IBL
approaches. Using an empirical examplethey showthat
Empirical results
the weightingstrategy used by Aha, et al. (1991) might
lead to wrongresults. Theydiscuss also that there is no
WNapply learning algorithmsto 4 different forecasting
significant difference betweenIBI and a k-NNfor/c=l,
tasks, the prediction of the changeof the DAX
(German
becauseof this reasononecan not claimthat IB1 is a new
Stock Index) one day ahead, the changein 3 and 5 days
algorithm.
and the changeduring 5 days. Theresults werecompared
Furthermore. IB2-algorithm belongs to the class of
to a benchmark,
the naiveprediction that predicts that the
edited k-NNmethods, discussed in detail in Dasarathy
valuewill be the sameas last period.
(1991). WNargue also, that in contrast to IB2 the
To examinethe performanceof the single and combined
algorithm of Chang(1974) leads to a lower number
approachesthe future developmentof DAX
is predicted.
prototypesandas a result to a better performance.
It is also
Besidesthe technical indicators the followingexplanatory
independentof the order of the used training data. It
variablesare usedas input:
meansthat IB2 can lead to a case-base that is totally
¯ the DowJones index
different althoughthe samepopulationis trained.
¯ the Nikkei index
WNcriticizes that in contrast to Wilson(1972) the
¯ the exchangerate betweenUS$ and DM,
powerof IB3 in noise-reduction is unknown.
Fu.-thermore
¯ the Germanfloating rate
IB3doesnot offer the possibility to classify correctly the
Thetarget variable to be predictedis the daily changesof
cases located near the concepts-boundaries.This because
the DAX.Theperiod from01.01.1990till 01.01.1993was
IB3 eliminates the corresponding prototypes due to
taken as the training set. Theremainingdata of the year
amountof points classified with these prototypes.
1993formedthe test set. All the time series are converted
According to WNthe different versions of IBLto
logarithmicdifferencesof twofollowingdays.
algorithms o~y IB4 and IB5 can be regarded as new
The
correct forecastof the directionof a changein price is
algorithms.
more important. Technical indicators were used as
Anothersingle approachused by WNis M5algorithm.
additional input. This has two advantages:First, not so
The most advantages of M5is the usage of linear
many
real time series are necessaryfor the test, because
regressionmodelsin the nodesof the tree rather than the
the
technical
indicators are estimatedfromthe original
average values as for examplein CART
and NEWID.
series.
Second,
the forecastingmethodgains access to the
Theapplied Neural Nets used by WNis a multi-layer
tools
common
in
the praxis of financial markets, evenif
perceptronnet with a topologyof 43 inputs, 7 hiddenand
these
tools
are
not scientifically established. The
1 output neuron. Theused learning algorithmis standard
"technical
analysis",
in contrast to the "fundamental
Backpropagation
with a learning rate of 0.05 updatedafter
analysis",
does
not
attempt
to explain the level or the
each learning epoch. To these 43 explanatory variables
development
of
a
series.
It
tries
instead to identify early
belong somefundamentalindicators, like the.DowJones
symptoms
for
changes
in
the
market.
Table 1 gives an
Index, the Nikkei Index or US$-DM
exchangerate, which
overviewabout the economicvariables used in the study
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Table
3: The©results
achieved
by the different
methodsfor
Westphalofand
Nakhaeizadeh
(1996). The
variable Learning.

"Umlaufrendite" means long term average interest rate,
RSI 5 and RSI 14 mean Relative Strength Index estimated
for 5 and 14 days, respectively. OBOSstands for Over
Bought Over Sold or "Williams R%".

MSE
AccuracyRate

Table 1: Timeseries used for prediction
fundamental
DOW
US $ / DM
Nikkei
Umlaufrendite
DAX

technical indicators
PSI 5
RSI 14
Moving Average 12-26 days
Momentum 1
Momentum 5
Momentum 10
OBOS 5
OBOS l0
OBOS 15
OBOS 20
Deviation for 2 days
Deviation for 3 days
Deviation for 4 days

Besides MeanSquare Error (MSE), WNuse accuracy rate
as evaluation measure where the prediction was reduced to
the statements the DAX
will "rise" or "fall".
Someof the prediction results of single methods
WNobserve that the k-NN algorithm yield a nearly
constant and the achieved accuracy-rate
remains
independent from the forecasting horizon. Using the
single approaches the best performance was obtained by
the more simple versions of the IBL-algorithms, IB1 and
IB2. These results were unexpected, because at least from
the theoretical point of view IB4 and IB5 should lead to
better results. Anexplanation for these unexpectedresults
could be that the reduction of cases to prototypes by IB31135was connected with lost of information existing in the
eliminated cases. Table 2 to 4 showthe results for the
DAX-prediction of the next day, 3rd day and 5th day,
respectively. The best performance of the k-Nearest
Neighbor method was achieved with k=5. The technical
indicators had mostly a high significance. Especially
including of the deviations was advantageous.
Table 2: Results for the DAX-predictionof the next day:

MSE
AccuracyRate
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Neural
Net
0.0106
66.80%
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I M5

IBLI

0.0074 "
69.53
% 54.50%

the DAX-predictionfor the 3rd day:

k-NN

Naive
Prediction
0.0090 0.0111
53.13 % 51.95 %

Neural
Net
0.0101
57.03 %

M5

IBLI

"
0.0087
47.27 % 45.80

k-NN
0.0092
% 54.30 %

Naive
Prediction
0.01] I
51.56 %

Table4: The results for the 5th day prediction:

MSE
AccuracyRate

Neural
Net
0.0103
55.08 %

M5

IBLI

"
0.0087
46.09 % 46.00

k-NN

Naive
Prediction
0.0090
0.0113
% 52.73 % 51.56 %

¯ The IBL-Soflwaredoes not allow to estimate this value.
The results of single methodsare partially very good. The
employed methods seem to be able to identify hidden
structures in the data. Animportant difference betweenthe
methods is, that in contrast to the k-NN and IBLalgorithms the Neural Net and M5are able to estimate
values also outside the range of the target variable during
the training process.
Using M5, the predictions were, however, not so
volatile as the ones of the Neural Net. Furthermore, using
the default version of M5showeda tendency to predict a
constant value for whole time. Dealing with the used
Neural Net, it becomesobvious that the choice of the net
input is of greater importance than the optimal
architecture and complexity of the net. The pre-choice of
the input time series highly determines the performanceof
the prediction.
Concerning k-N-N, the parameters of the applied
algorithms had to be adjusted individually for each task to
achieve the best performance.This was not the case for the
IBL-algorithms.
The versions IBI and IB2 mostly
outperformed their further developed versions namelyIB3
and IB4. In theory, IB3 should be better because of the
filtering of noisy data and IB4 should have been the best
because it learns not only the best prototypes but also the
most important attributes for the task, confirmedby Aha,
(1991) and (1992). The results of the IBL-algoritlnns
generally inferior comparedto the results of the other
methods.
Selected prediction results of MSL-approaches
Someof the results achieved by WNusing the combined
approaches are very interesting. Specially using the
prediction of one methodas additional input attribute for
the Neural Net or MS.The results of the combinationwith
the classical k-NNrule are presented in table 5.
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Table
5: Neural Net and M5get the prediction of the kNakhaeizadeh
(1996) could be interesting for forecasting
NNrule as additional input:
of the other financial time series, for example,exchange
andinterest rates. Thepredictability of the exchange
rates
is still an open and controversy problem. Mostof the
Sort of NN with Input from k-NN
M5 with input from k-NN
applied approachesto solve this problemare basedon the
Prediction ___Accuracy,_
MSE T*
Accuracy MSE T
statistical methods. It wouldbe quite interesting to
I Day
0.7965
64.06% 0.0076
65.23% 0.0088
0.6829
examine weather combination of such statistical
0.9686
46.09% 0.0089 0.7879
3. Day
55.47% 0.0107
approaches with Al-based methodswithin a MSLconcept
5. Day
59.38% 0.0090
0.7987
45.70% 0.0089 0.7918
can contributesignificantlyto this controversydebate.
in 5 Days 66.80% 0.0205
1.7012 82.03% 0.0121 0.9902
Anotheropen problemis the adaptation of forecasting
approaches
as the structure of data changesover the time.
[~(xk -xt )2
Althoughthere are manysingle-methods whichexamine
*WithT is Theil’s coefficient: r--~(~, _~._,~2 with the
the so called ,,s~uctural change"in timeseries, there is no
comprehensive
workexaminingthe practicability of MSLprediction xt
approach to this domain. Further research in this
connectionwouldbe quite interesting as well.
Theaccuracy-rates of the values at the 5th day and in 5
Acknowledgments:The authors would like to thank
days are the best of all. Theresults of the MSE
are also
DavidAhaand Ross Quinlan for providing IBL- and M5very good. The values of T are also very well. The
Software.
prediction of the level of the DAXin 5 days by the
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